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Abstract:-Correction of an existing landslide or prevention of a pending landslide is a function of a reduction in the driving forces
or an increase in the available resisting forces. Any healing measure utilized must include either of the above parameters Selection
of proper medicinal measure relies upon: building possibility, monetary practicality, lawful/administrative congruity, social
agreeableness, and ecological worthiness. There are various dimensions of adequacy and dimensions of worthiness that might be
connected in the utilization of these measures, one slide may require immediate and absolute long-term correction, may only
require minimal control for a short period.
Index Terms—engineering feasibility, regulatory conformity, environmental acceptability.
1. INTRODUCTION
A landslide happens when part of a characteristic slant is unfit to help its very own weight. For example, soil material on an
inclination with tricky surface underneath, can end up being overpowering with water and slide down on account of its
extended weight. An avalanche is a descending or outward development of soil, shake or vegetation, affected by gravity. This
development can happen from multiple points of view. It very well may be a fall, topple, slide, spread or stream. The speed of
the development may run from moderate to quick. The mass of moving material can devastate property along its way of
development and cause demise to individuals and animals. In spite of the fact that avalanches as a rule happen at soak slants,
they may likewise happen in regions with low alleviation or incline inclination. Recorded beneath are a few models:







Cutting failures can occur during highway excavations, building construction, etc.
River bank failures
Lateral spreading of soil material
Collapse of mines, waste piles and garbage fills
Slope failures associated with quarries and open-pit mines
Underwater landslides at the bottom of lakes or reservoirs and offshore marine settings.

This area depicts the examination results on the dissemination of (avalanches and slant disappointments) and danger
evaluation on avalanches along the national street parallel to the Jhelum River (in ca. 255km2) in light of field investigations
to the objective territory, visit to important organizations and audit of past written works and archives. The reason the
examination is to give proper essential materials to arranging of down to earth measures for recovery of the slants along the
national street. The substance of the examinations is as depicted beneath:





Preparation stage: Procurement of IKONOS pictures (monochrome stereo pair pictures with goals of 1m), land maps
issued by the Geological Survey of Pakistan and accessible geographical maps. Formation of point by point
geographical maps in size of 1/25,000 utilizing those fundamental information.
Topographical field inspections and recommendations of countermeasures: Dispatch of specialists on geological
examination and arranging of countermeasures. Field review of the agent avalanches and handle of geological
highlights on those avalanche territories. Proposal of countermeasures for recuperation from the genuine incline
fiascos brought about by the seismic tremor.
Hazard mapping on landslides (Preliminary Interpretation): Primer discovery of avalanches utilizing IKONOS
pictures. Data on the dissemination of avalanches is to be used for instructional classes and workshops sorted out in
Pakistan.
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1.2 TYPES OF LANDSLIDES
The term “landslide” depicts a wide assortment of procedures that outcome in the descending and outward development of
slant shaping materials including rock, soil, counterfeit fill, or a mix of these. The materials may move by falling, toppling,
sliding, spreading, a realistic representation of an avalanche, with the regularly acknowledged phrasing depicting its
highlights. The different sorts of avalanches can be separated by the sorts of material included and the method of
development. An arrangement framework dependent on these parameters. Other order frameworks consolidate extra factors,
for example, the rate of development and the water, air, or ice substance of the avalanche material. In spite of the fact that
avalanches are fundamentally connected with uneven districts, they can likewise happen in zones of commonly low
alleviation. In low-help zones, avalanches happen as cut-and fill disappointments (roadway and building unearthings),
waterway feign disappointments, parallel spreading avalanches, breakdown of mine-squander heaps (particularly coal), and a
wide assortment of slant disappointments related with quarries and open-pit mines. The most widely recognized sorts of
landslides are described as follows.
1.3 LANDSLIDE CAUSES
1.3.1 GEOLOGICAL CAUSES






Jointed, sheared or fissured materials
Materials weathered
Sensitive or weak materials
Permeability and/or stiffness of materials
Oriented adversely discontinuity (bedding, fault, unconformity, contact)

1.3.2






Morphological causes
Loading slope deposition and its crest
Volcanic uplift or tectonic
Rebound of glacial
Wave, fluvial or glacial erosion of slope toe
Erosion of subterranean (solution, piping)

1.3.3 Human causes









Slope excavation
Slope loading on its crest
Drawdown of reservoirs
Deforestation process
Irrigation process
Mining process
Artificial made vibration
Water leakage of utilities

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section depicts the examination results on the dissemination of (avalanches and slant disappointments) and risk
evaluation on avalanches along the national street parallel to the Jhelum River (in ca. 255km2) in view of field assessments
to the objective region, visit to important offices and survey of past literary works and archives. The reason the
examination is to give fitting fundamental materials to arranging of viable measures for recovery of the slants along the
national street.
1. S.S. Ramakrishnan, V.Sanjeevi Kumar92008): Landslides in the hilly district causes death toll and property, harm
to common assets and harm to streets, spans, phone/electric lines and so on. This prompts idleness of merchandise
and enterprises prompting gigantic loss of income. Field work of identifying the avalanche by traditional strategies
is costly and tedious.
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2. Mihail E. Popescu : This chapter talks about the arranging and planning parts of the avalanche therapeutic
measures in each gathering and introduces some illustrative models. Moreover, garbage stream moderation
measures are talked about in some detail. Back examination of fizzled slants is a powerful device for solid plan of the
medicinal measures while progressed numerical techniques are these days every now and again used to structure
safe and financially savvy avalanche healing measures.
3. Unstable slopes can create movements of soil and rock, resulting in landslides and building collapse. These events
occur with diering scale, and therefore varying socio-economic impacts. Residents of hilly areas
of Freetown are
at greater risk of landslides, although social, economic, and spatial impacts can spread beyond the event. Vulnerable
social groups living in stressed environmental conditions have a limited capacity to change their housing location
and improve their built environment to reduce risk. Recognising this distributed burden of risk is essential to
improve response capacity and international relief tend to be focused on large-scale landslide crisis response rather
than risk reduction for those living in landslide prone areas.
3. METHODOLOGY
This area portrays the examination results on the dispersion of (avalanches and slant disappointments) and danger
evaluation on avalanches along the national street parallel to the Jhelum River (in ca. 255km2) in light of field
investigations to the objective territory, visit to significant offices and audit of past literary works and records. The reason
the investigation is to give fitting fundamental materials to arranging of pragmatic measures for recovery of the inclines
along the national street. The substance of the examination are as depicted beneath:









Preparation stage: Securing of IKONOS pictures (monochrome stereo pair pictures with goals of 1m), land maps
issued by the Geological Survey of Pakistan and accessible geographical maps. Production of nitty gritty geological
maps in size of 1/25,000 utilizing those fundamental information.
Topographical field inspections and recommendations of countermeasures: Dispatch of specialists on geological
examination and arranging of countermeasures. Field assessment of the delegate avalanches and handle of
geographical highlights on those avalanche regions. Proposal of countermeasures for recuperation from the genuine
incline debacles brought about by the earthquake.
Geological field inspections: Dispatch of specialists on building geography. Handle of land arrangements and
structures. Examination of the connection between event of avalanches and land conditions. Arrangement of sorts of
avalanches brought about by the earthquake.
Hazard mapping on landslides (Preliminary Interpretation): Fundamental location of avalanches utilizing
IKONOS pictures. Data on the dissemination of avalanches is to be used for instructional classes and courses sorted
out in Pakistan.
Organization of training courses and seminars on hazard mapping and hazard assessment in Pakistan:
Association of courses in Islamabad. Introduction of study results. Preparing to the architects on translation
procedure of IKONOS stereo pair pictures and strategy for peril appraisal.
Digitalization of the results of the topographical interpretation on landslides by GIS: Consequences of the
geographical elucidation are to be digitalized utilizing GIS programming.
Preparation of a guideline of slope inspection for maintenance of roadside slope: A down to earth rule of slant
examination is set up for upkeep of roadside incline.

4. INVESTIGATION
Recognition of existing landslides, although important, is not sufficient. A geologically ancient landslide may now be quite
stable, so far as being affected by proposed construction. On the other hand, the excavation or loading involved in the
construction may induce land movement even where there is no evidence of previous landslides. Where preventive measures
are to be applied the investigation would, in general, be similar to that described in Chapter Six. Investigation in connection
with landslide prevention does, however, differ in some respects from that to be applied to an inactive landslide: unstable
areas must be explored, even though no prior slide movement is suspected, and a study made. of the possible effects of the
proposed construction. If the proposed highway or structure will be located upon or across, or may be affected by an old
landslide, an analysis must be made to determine whether the slide area will be stable under the conditions which will be
imposed by the construction. In both cases the limits of the potential or incipient landslide are necessarily unknown, in
contrast to slide correction investigations in which an active slide of definite extent already exists
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Analysis:
Regardless of how comprehensive or thorough the investigation and exploration may be, the utilization of the data thus
obtained depends on proper interpretation and analysis of those data. Methods of analysing landslides and determining the
effect of control treatments are described in detail in Chapter Nine. Practical applications of analytical methods have also been
described by Baker (1952). In many cases the area being investigated is not amenable to the classical, theoretical methods of
analysis; nevertheless, application of the principles of soil mechanics usually makes possible a rational comparison of various
treatments, even though the absolute stability cannot be accurately computed.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This present study draws out a clear connection between the Photogrammetry and GIS methods, which assume a huge job in
avalanche zonation mapping. Avalanche recognizable proof, which is a vital parameter for any territorial avalanche danger
appraisal, can be done especially with elevated photos. Combined with flying photographs, GIS is a brilliant apparatus to show
the spatial appropriation of avalanches alongside their qualities. Be that as it may, the avalanche map so arranged ought to
bevalidated with ground checks.
The number and variety of slide prevention methods discussed in the foregoing are evidence that there can be no rule-ofthumb system of prescribing treatment; and for a particular landslide or potential landslide there is seldom one and only one
"correct" method of treatment. Frequently, the most economical effective means of prevention consists of a combination of
two or more of the general preventive measures described in this chapter. For most landslides, a majority of the possible
preventive treatments can be eliminated at the outset, and only a few of the many methods need be considered.. But in spite of
the complexity of landslides and the wide variety of control methods, the problem of landslide prevention and correction is
amenable to a rational engineering approach, by proper utilization of available knowledge on the classification, recognition,
and analysis of landslides.
In order to disrupt the risk traps of landslides, the extent and complexity of risk needs to be recognised and captured. A focus
on gathering data and knowledge on the cumulative impacts of everyday risk and small-scale events will better inform urban
planning. Recognising the maldistributed burden of risk on marginalised communities is central to empower and improve at
risk residents’ response capacity. Furthermore, actions taken towards landslides and building collapse should strengthen the
connection between community networks and institutional practices.
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